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The  
Texstar  
Way

The Ascari Race Resort is perhaps the world’s most exclusive resort for car enthusiasts from all over the world. Many leading car 
manufacturers hold introductions here. The race track is famously known to have some of the best curves in the racing world and 
offers a unique driving experience. The Ascari Race Resort has exclusive accommodation and conference facilities for large and 
small groups. Read more on www.ascari.net
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We keep your brand consistent.  Most companies in the service sector 
understand the importance of operating and being perceived as a single 
brand. A company’s staff are its brand ambassadors and need to present 
a tidy, uniform image, whether at work sites, stores, warehouses or offices. 
Texstar has something to satisfy everyone’s needs and requirements. 

One size fits all is not part of our concept. Our sizes come in a variety 
of fits, in both men’s and women’s cuts, to suit different body shapes. Our 
whole product range is built around five clearly defined basic colours: white, 
red, blue, grey and black.  

We call this the Texstar Way.
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One concept.  
Five colours.  
For men and  
for women.
White, red, blue, grey and black. What could be simpler?  
The Texstar Way makes it easy for you. With a choice of 
five basic colours and a wide range of attractive garments in 
women’s and men’s cuts, we have something for everybody in 
your company. All our garments come in attractive matching 
colours with perhaps the best fit in the market.
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Quality includes many aspects. But it all boils down to a few basic principles: 
We want everyone to feel great in our clothes. That’s why we design fashionable 
clothing in men’s and women’s cuts and offer a wider range of sizes than most 
other suppliers. Our garments feature many smart details and specially selected 
materials to make your daily work easier and more comfortable. 

What is 
quality?

Ascari Race Resort is perhaps the world’s most exclusive resort for car enthusiasts from all over the world. Many leading 
car manufacturers hold launches there. The race track was inspired by some of the most famous curves in the racing world 
and offers a unique driving experience. The Ascari Race Resort has exclusive accommodation and conference facilities for 
large and small groups.
Read more on www.ascari.net
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When Ascari chose Texstar to design and supply the corporate clothing worn by all staff at Ascari’s 
facility – including restaurant staff, mechanics and managers – we were very proud.

We believe in the ability to be a one-stop supplier
Our collection is designed to meet most needs in an organisation, with a range of clothing that suits 
everybody. We deliver products ready-packed and complete with logos.
 Availability is also important. For this reason we stock almost everything in our warehouses, while 
our well-oiled distribution system allows us to offer just-in-time delivery on request. We are proud of our 
ISO 9001:2015 quality certification and ISO 14001:2015 environmental certification, which attest to our 
continuous improvement efforts. A step further every year. We call this quality.

What is 
quality?
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Build your 
world.

You can easily find the products you need on the new 
Texstar website, www.texstar.se. After finding your 
product, click on MyLogo to upload the text or logo 
you want to see displayed on the garment. Design the 
garment from the front, back and sides, then save the 
pictures to your hard disk. It doesn’t get much simpler 
than this.

Choose transfer printing, appliqué or embroidery 
Transfer printing [1] is the most commonly used 
printing technique today, and offers high flexibility. The 
actual image is printed on a separate carrier and then 
transferred to the garment using a thermal process. 
With this technique, you can easily create clear, bright 
colours and very fine details. It suits a wide range of 
applications, from frequently used work clothes – 
where long-term quality and durability are essential 
– to simpler items that might only be used on one 
occasion.

Embroidered appliqué [2] – embroidery on woven 
badges, leather, reflectors etc. – is a great way of 

customising your garments. You can create more 
detailed images than with direct embroidery, and the 
image can be attached in various ways depending 
on your needs and requirements. The image is 
embroidered separately and then either sewn or ironed 
onto the garment. 

Direct embroidery [3] means that a logo or other image 
is embroidered directly onto the garment. It gives 
an elegance that is hard to beat, and the embroidery 
remains permanently in place. This technique creates 
unmistakable style and quality and gives clothing a 
distinguished look.

Are you looking for a different method?  
We can provide it.  
Other popular techniques include screen printing [4] 
and woven patches [5]. For more information about 
available options, speak to your dealer or call us. The 
optimal technique may vary according to the garments 
and materials you are working with – as well as your 
time frame.

On our website, you can try out your logo on all the garments 
and then show your colleagues how great it looks. Nothing 
could be easier!

Use MyLogo to show your colleagues 
what the clothes will look like. 

32 51 4
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Think. 
Again.
Think. Then think again. This is something we do every day. We are 
constantly thinking about how to make our products even better. But clothing 
production also comes with a big responsibility. We are responsible for doing 
what we are best at: designing and producing lightweight work clothing and 
corporate clothing, while keeping our methods as sustainable as possible.
 Actually, nothing could be more natural. Like most people, we want to be 
able to tell our children and grandchildren that we did our best to promote a 
more sustainable world. Hang on – what if we tried that instead?

Think. Carefully.
Today’s circular economy forces us to think carefully. Thinking a little 
smarter takes you a little further. That’s one of Texstar’s mottos. We call  
it the Texstar Way. It also includes our philosophy on sustainability.  
Some call it CSR. We call it caring.
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Think. 
Again.

Textile production – an environmental perspective
Many aspects of production have an impact on the environment. These aspects include 
choice of materials, the amount of waste produced, the chemical additives used and the 
actual production methods used, which can include dyeing, production technology and 
energy consumption. The chosen transport methods also affect the environment. Transport 
can be rationalised by ordering larger batches. This is one of the reasons why Texstar has 
one of the market’s best-stocked warehouses.
 Another important factor is product packaging. We use recyclable packaging 
whenever possible.

Textile production – a social perspective
Most people will know from watching TV how bad working conditions can be in textile 
factories around the world. In order to monitor the daily routines in our production facilities, 
we favour long-standing collaboration with selected factories where we have full control of 
production. The employees must have favourable working conditions, both in terms of safety 
and wages, and must be free to organise trade unions. Needless to say, the same principles 
apply in Sweden: Texstar should be a good company to work for.
 We comply with the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and expect our 
subcontractors to do the same. Among other things, this means zero tolerance of child 
labour and discrimination. Although this may seem natural to us in Sweden, it is not as 
obvious in many other parts of the world.

Textile production – a financial perspective
Finance is crucial to a company’s survival. We aim to be part of a financial system that 
generates profits both for the employees in our organisation and for our customers. When 
an organisation has healthy finances, its operations generate long-term benefits for all 
stakeholders without compromising on social and environmental sustainability.

Three perspectives  
for sustainability:
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Three important commitments:

Oeko-Tex Standard 100
Clothing production is a global process in which the various stages of 
production – from raw materials to finished products – are often located 
in different parts of the world. Oeko-Tex is an international organisation 
where textile products are tested and certified through all stages of 
production by independent international institutes. The Oeko-Tex criteria 
catalogue is aimed at creating a collective vision regarding potentially harmful substances. 
 Oeko-Tex provides companies in the textile and clothing industry with a set of common 
assessment standards, while giving end consumers the benefit of tested safety, for instance in the 
form of skin-friendly clothing. 
 The requirements of the standard vary according to the intended use of the end product, and 
are divided into four product classes. Texstar products meet all the requirements in Product Class 
II regarding the materials and components used. This gives you assurance that Texstar clothing is 
safe to wear against your skin. Read more about Oeko-Tex on www.oeko-tex.com

REACH limits diffusion of hazardous chemicals
REACH is a European Union regulation aimed at reducing the diffusion of 
hazardous chemicals. REACH requires all old and new chemicals on the market 
to be registered, evaluated and authorised. This means that Texstar is required to:

■ register the chemicals we manufacture or import

■ prepare and supply a safety data sheet or equivalent information to the recipients of the chemicals

■ ascertain whether a permit is required for the chemical in question 

■ if we want to continue using or releasing a chemical in a market where a permit is required, we 
must apply for a permit

■ keep abreast with any limitations that apply to the chemical or mixtures containing it

You can read more about REACH on the website of the Swedish Chemicals Agency 

(Kemikalieinspektionen), www.kemi.se.

ISO 14001:2015 environmental certification
Texstar is environmentally certified according to ISO ISO14001:2015, 
which demonstrates our ambition to continuously improve and develop our 
environmental management so that everyone in the company works in the 
same direction. Our environmental policy also helps our subcontractors 
comply with our environmental goals. Our ISO certification supports us in 
achieving our continuous environmental improvement goals.

 

Cert no. 2188  Giltigt t o m 2019-07-31 www.qvalify.se 

 
 
 

CERTIFIKAT 
Härmed intygas att 

Texstar AB 
556455-1900 

Norrtälje 
 

har ett ledningssystem som uppfyller kraven enligt 
 

ISO 9001:2015 
ISO 14001:2015 

 

avseende 
 

Design, produktutveckling, lagerhållning och försäljning av 
lätta arbetskläder och profilkläder. 

 
Certifikatet är giltigt förutsatt att Qvalify AB:s certifieringsbestämmelser följs. 

 

Jönköping 2016-07-07 
 
 

Per-Olof Winberg 
På uppdrag av Qvalify AB 
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Trousers
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Stretch Pants  |  FP33  | see page 17

100% stretch

Pre-shaped knees
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Texstar 
Stretchý

Enjoy being well dressed at work. We’ve got the trousers you want. 
Flattering fit with comfortable 4-way stretch. Discreetly reinforced 
material which allows full freedom of movement.
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100%
stretch!

NEW
COLOUR
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W 
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W 
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34

W 
36

W 
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W 
40

W 
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L 30 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 32 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 34 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 36 •• •• •• •• •• ••

SIZE

Marin
8900 

Svart 
9900

Navy will be available from March/April.

Stretch Pants
FP33 Unisex

These trousers with 100% stretch are ideal for service staff. Perfect 
for both work and leisure wear. Hardwearing trousers that stretch to 
give you extra comfort and freedom of movement in your work. One 
back pocket, two zipped side pockets, pre-shaped knees. Elasticated 
adjustable waist 

Q number: 256
Material: 88% nylon, 12% spandex.
Suitable for: The ultimate trousers for service staff whose 
jobs require high mobility. Ideal for work and leisure.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS
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L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 282
Material: 35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: For all types of work that require something a little extra. 
Ideal for staff in property maintenance, retail, cleaning, home care 
and other services.

Grey 
9600

Functional Stretch Pants
FP37 Men  |  WP37 Women

Trendy, hardwearing trousers for service staff. Made of light stretch twill 
providing a flexible 4-way stretch over back- and front seat and crotch. 
Smart zipped leg pocket. Smaller flapped pocket on right leg with room 
for a large phone. Pen pocket on right leg. Concealed chinos-style back 
pockets. Trendy slim fit – our most narrow-legged trousers. 

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 282
Material: 35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: For all types of work that require something a little 
extra. Ideal for staff in property maintenance, retail, cleaning, 
home care and other services.

Grey 
9600
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L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Duty Stretch Pants
FP38 Men  |  WP38 Women

These trousers for service staff are the same as FP37/WP37 Functional 
Stretch Pants, except they also have knee pockets for added protection 
and a pocket on the right for delivery documents with an integrated ruler 
compartment. They are attractive and trendy with the same narrow legs 
as Functional Stretch Pants.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE

Available from March/April.

NEW
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W 25 W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36

L 30 ••• ••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••••
L 32 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••••••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
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W 
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W 
34

W 
36

W 
38

W 
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W 
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W 
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L 30 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••
L 32 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••
L 34 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••
L 36 •••• •••• •••• •••• •••• ••••

Sand 
3000

Grey/Black 
9699

Q number: 220
Material: WX2 wax finish fabric 65% polyester, 35% cotton 
with stretch details, 215 GSM.
Suitable for: Staff in property maintenance, cleaning, home 
care and other services.

Navy/Black
8999

Black 
9900

FP25 Men  |  WP25 Women

These popular trousers are made of our hardwearing WX2 fabric, woven out of 
waxed threads. The trousers have built-in stretch on the back of seat and knees 
for added comfort. Designed for work that requires flexibility and mobility, without 
compromising on durability.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE

Service Stretch Pants
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Black 
9900

Q number: 221
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton - no wax treatment, stretch on seat. 210 GSM, 
Suitable for: Property maintenance, staffing companies and other services.

Service Stretch Pocket Pants
FP35 Men  |  WP35 Women

Launching a newdeveloped service-carpenter pants with all right functional 
details and supreme comfort. These trousers have the same built-in stretch 
on the back of seat as our FP25 trousers. There are two nail pockets on the 
front with compartments and loops for various tools. Internal knee pockets 
for inserting our knee pads (AK01), ruler pocket with knife holder and pen 
compartment. Practical drawstrings at bottom of legs for adjusting ankle 
width.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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25
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W 
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W 
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W 
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W 
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L 30 • • • • • • • • • • •
L 32 • • • • • • • • •
L 34 • • • • • • • •

Service Stretch Pants
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L 30 • • • • • • • • • • •
L 32 • • • • • • • • •
L 34 • • • • • • • •

Q number: 248
Material: 96% cotton, 4% spandex, stretch twill, 
190 GSM.
Suitable for: Perfect for service, assembly and 
transport staff.

Q number: 268
Material: 77% cotton, 21% polyester, 2% 
spandex, twill with light peach 250 GSM.
Suitable for: Sales teams, retail, manag-
ers, offices, corporate clothing.

Black 
9900

Black 
9900

Chinos
FP36 Men  |  WP36 Women

Smart trousers for people whose jobs require a well-dressed image. 
Smart, stylish trousers, available in men’s and women’s cuts for a 
perfect fit. The women’s chinos are made with stretch fabric.. 

PRODUCT FACTS

SIZE & COLOURS SIZE & COLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS
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Chinos

Sand 
3000

Black 
9900

W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36 W 38 W 40 W 42 W 44

L 30 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 32 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 34 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 36 •• •• •• •• •• ••

W25 W26 W27 W28 W29 W30 W31 W32 W33 W34 W36

L 30 • • •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 32 •• •• •• •• •• •• •• •• ••
L 34 • • • • • • • •

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.
Suitable for: Retail, services, offices and transport. 
Ideal as corporate clothing.

Functional Duty Chinos
FP21 Men  |  WP21 Women

Popular classic chinos in hardwearing canvas for a smarter look. With two hand- and 
back pockets and a smal coin pocket on the upper right, they are ideal for service 
and transport staff, and as corporate clothing. Available in two colours and in 
women’s and men’s versions.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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W 25 W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36

L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal for service staff. Suitable for staff in sales, 
retail and light transport. Ideal as corporate clothing.

Grey 
9600

Functional Duty Pants
FP17 Men  |  FPW1 Women

These canvas trousers are a favourite of our customers. Many customers like them so much 
they also wear them outside work. They have a great fit and many practical pockets. The 
pocket on the leg has a zip and compartments for a mobile phone and pens. The perfect 
technical trousers. Functional Duty Pants are available in women’s and men’s versions to 
ensure a perfect fit.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Functional Duty Pants
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27
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L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 36 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

W 25 W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29
W 
30

W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36

L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal for service staff. Suitable for staff in retail, 
sales, warehouses and light transport. Ideal as corporate 
clothing.

Internal knee pockets compatible with AK01 knee pads (page 123). Internal knee pockets compatible with AK01 knee pads (page 123).

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Grey 
9600

Duty Pocket Pants
FP20 Men  |  WP20 Women

These trousers have the same basic design as our FP 17 Functional Duty Pants. In 
addition there is a pocket on the right for delivery documents, with an integrated ruler 
compartment. There are also internal leg pockets at the knees for inserting knee pads. 
These trousers combine style with practicality. Available in women’s and men’s versions.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Q number: 227
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 GSM.
Suitable for: Cleaning and service staff, mechanics, reconditioning, 
industrial work. Also suitable for staffing companies.

Navy 
8900

Black
9900

FP26: C44–62,
C146–156, D84–128

WP26: 
C32–46

Service Pants
FP26 Men  |  WP26 Women

These trousers are perfect if you work with delicate products such as cars, where 
you need to avoid scratching the paintwork. Concealed buttons help prevent 
scratches. As an added plus, these trousers are very easy to care for and can be 
washed at 85 °C. 

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Service Pants

Navy
8900 

Black 
9900

Q number: 227
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 245 GSM.
Suitable for: Service staff, mechanics, 
reconditioning, industrial work, staffing companies.

FP27: C44–62,  
C146–156. D84–128

WP27: 
C32–46

Pocket Service Pants
FP27 Men  |  WP27 Women

These trousers have the same basic design as our FP26 Service 
Pants, but they come with extra pockets with foldaway pouches 
and a ruler compartment. They also have internal pockets for 
inserting knee pads. Practical trousers with many smart details 
to help you in your daily work. Available in women’s and men’s 
versions for a perfect fit.

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
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L 30 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 32 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 34 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••
L 36 ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 237
Material: 100% nylon Taslan, wicking treatment, 160 GSM. 
Suitable for: Services, retail, offices, cleaning and all indoor work.

Grey 
9600

Light Service Pants
FP31 Men  |  WP31 Women

The ultimate trousers for service staff whose jobs require high mobility. 
Supreme comfort, lightweight and flexible.. Light Service Pants are ideal for 
indoor use. They are slightly higher at the back and stretch at the waist. 

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Light Service Pants

Unisex

Internal knee pockets compatible 
with AK01 knee pads (page 123).

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM.
Suitable for: Perfect for all staff in cold weather.

Black 
9900

FP24
XXS–XXXL

Winter Pants
FP24 Unisex

These lined unisex chinos keep you warm on the 
coldest winter days without compromising on style. 
These hardwearing canvas trousers have double leg 
pockets and provide a great fit. 

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Duty Stretch Shorts
FS12 Unisex

These shorts have the same design as FP38/WP38 
Duty Stretch Pants. They offer comfortable, flexible 
4-way stretch over back, front, seat and crotch. Smart 
zipped leg pocket. Smaller flapped pocket on right leg 
with room for a large phone. Pen pocket on right leg. 
Concealed chinos-style back pockets, a pocket on the 
right for delivery documents with an integrated ruler 
compartment and a D-ring.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Grey 
9600

W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36 W 38 W 40 W 42 W 44 W 46

••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• ••• •••

Q number: 282
Material: 35% cotton, 63% polyester, 2% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: Most types of work that require something a little 
extra. Ideal for staff in property maintenance, retail, cleaning, 
home care and other services.

SIZE

Available from March/April.

NEW
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Svart 
9900

Q number: 221
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.
Suitable for: All service, assembly and transport staff. 
Suitable for wearing in summer or indoors in heated areas.

Functional Light Shorts
FS11 Unisex

Shorts in lightweight fabric for extra ventilation and a 
cooler feel. Double leg pockets like our FP20 trousers. 
Pocket on the right for delivery documents with an 
integrated ruler compartment. Zipped pocket on left leg 
with a velcro flap. Concealed back pockets with attractive 
flaps and a D-ring.

PRODUCT FACTS

SIZE & COLOURS

W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36 W 38 W 40 W 42 W 44 W 46

••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Q number: 220
Material: WX2 wax finish fabric 65% polyester, 35% cotton 
with stretch details, 215 GSM.
Suitable for: Service, property maintenance, cleaning, 
home care etc.

Sand 
3000

Navy/Black
8999

Black 
9900

White/Black
0199

Service Stretch Shorts
FS09 Men

These super-comfortable shorts in WX2 fabric have the 
same cool style as our Service Stretch Pants. Designed for 
freedom of movement. Flexible, stretchy shorts with seven 
pockets. 

SIZE & COLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS
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Q number: 221
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.
Suitable for: All service, assembly and transport staff.  
Suitable for wearing in summer or indoors in heated areas.

Black
9900

W 
26

W 
27

W 
28

W 
29

W 
30

W 
31

W 
32

W 
33

W 
34

W 
36

W 
38

W 
40

W 
42

W 
44

W 
46

• • • • • • • • • • • • • • •

Functional Light 3/4 Pants
FS10 Unisex

New cropped trousers with a lighter material than our heavy 
duty version. Double leg pockets like our FP20 trousers. Pocket 
on the right for delivery documents with an integrated ruler 
compartment. Zipped pocket on left leg with a velcro flap. Two 
concealed back pockets with attractive flaps.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Functional Light 3/4 Pants

W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36 W 38 W 40 W 42

•• • ••• • ••• • ••• • ••• ••• ••• ••• •

Q number: 221
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 210 GSM.
Suitable for: Perfect for service, assembly and 
transport staff.

Black 
9900

W 25 W 26 W 27 W 28 W 29 W 30 W 31 W 32 W 33 W 34 W 36 W 38 W 40

• • • • • • • • • • • • •

Functional Duty Shorts
FS08 Men

These shorts are part of our Functional Duty line. They are 
comfortable, provide a great fit and are a popular summer 
item.

FSW8 Women

Introducing our new women’s shorts in comfortable, light 
andf cool fabric. This garment has an attractive women’s cut.

PRODUCT FACTS

SIZE & COLOURS SIZE & COLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM. 
Suitable for: Perfect for service, assembly and 
transport staff. Ideal as corporate clothing.

Navy
8900

Black 
9900

Grey 
9600
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Functional Duty 3/4 Pants
FS06 Unisex

Trendy cropped trousers, ideal for the summer. A cropped version 
of our Functional Duty Pants, but without knee pockets. Available 
in three colours.

W 
26

W 
27

W 
28

W 
29

W 
30

W 
31

W 
32

W 
33

W 
34

W 
36

W 
38

W 
40

W 
42

••• • ••• • ••• • ••• • ••• ••• ••• ••• •

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 GSM. 
Suitable for: All service, assembly and transport staff. 
Suitable for wearing in summer or indoors in heated areas.

Navy
8900

Black 
9900

Grey 
9600

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS

SIZE
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Functional Duty 3/4 Pants

Q number: 177
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 280 
GSM. Underskirt 100% polyester.
Suitable for: Service, retail and office staff. 
Ideal as corporate clothing.

Svart 
9900

WP17
C34–C46

Functional Duty Skirt
WP17 Women

This gorgeous canvas skirt has many smart details and is an 
excellent complement to our Functional Pants. This garment 
has an attractive women’s cut.

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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T-shirts & 
Pique Shirts
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T-shirts & 
Pique Shirts

Basic T-shirt  |  TS18/WT18  | see page 42

Oeko-Tex Standard 100

Comfortable fit
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Q number: 136
Material: 100% ring-spun brushed cotton, 
approx. 160 g, material Oeko-Tex Standard 100.
Suitable for: Ideal as worwk clothing and 
corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

TS13 
XXS–XXXXL

WT13 
XS–XXL

Navy 
8800

(Anthracite: 50% cott, 50% poly)

Crew T-shirt
Our T-shirts are very popular, thanks to their fashionable 
cut and their fabric: soft, comfortable 100% ring-spun 
brushed cotton. You’ll feel the difference as soon as you 
put the T-shirt on. And you’ll also find it holds its shape 
wash after wash. Pocket on right sleeve on men ś model. To 
help ensure an outstanding fit, our T-shirts have a strip of 
tape sewn inside from shoulder to shoulder. This prevents 
wrinkling and twisting. We are proud that our T-shirts are 
environmentally certified according to Oeko-Tex Standard 
100.

TS13 Men  |  WT13 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Crew T-shirt
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Q number: 147 
Material: 100% cotton, 160 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal as workwear and 
corporate clothing.

White
0100

Black 
9900

TS18
S–XXXXL

WT18
XS–XXL

Basic T-shirt
A new basic T-shirt with a trendy cut and comfortable fit. 
100% brushed cotton, 160 GSM, environmentally certified 
according to Oeko-Tex standard 100. Your natural choice. 

TS18 Men  |  WT18 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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TS19
S–XXXXL

WT19
XS–XXL

Stretch T-shirt  
Long Sleeve
TS17 Men  |  WT17 Women

Stretch 
Crew T-shirt
TS19 Men  |  WT19 Women

WT19 will be available from March

Basic T-shirt

Q number: 146
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex, 180 GSM
Suitable for: Ideal as workwear and corporate 
clothing, suitable for all service staff.

Q number: 146
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex, 180 GSM
Suitable for: Ideal as workwear and corporate 
clothing, suitable for all service staff.

White
0100

Black 
9900

TS17
S–XXXXL

WT17
XS–XXL

White
0100

Black 
9900

A wonderfully soft, comfortable long-sleeved T-shirt with 
perfect length of sleeves. Trendy wide neck ribbing, low 
neckline, lightly fitted with 5% stretch comfortably following 
your body shape. 180 GSM fabric. Elastic neck tape to create 
stability to garments shape. Oeko-Tex standard 100.

A wonderfully soft, comfortable T-shirt. Trendy wide ribbing 
at neck, lightly fitted style with 5% stretch. 180 GSM fabric. 
Elastic neck tape to create stability to garments shape. Oeko-
Tex standard 100.

PRODUCT FACTS

SIZE & COLOURS SIZE & COLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS

NEW
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Q number: 203 
Material: 100% brushed cotton. Approx. 
220 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. 
Perfect for events and as corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Navy 
8800

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

PS03 
S–XXXL

PSW3 
XS–XXL

Pique Shirt
A classic pique shirt of top quality with distinctive 
details. The men’s version has a pocket on one 
sleeve. The women’s version has a slightly lower 
neckline and two extra buttons. The shirt has a 
stylish wide spread collar that holds its shape. Made 
of 100% cotton. Comfortable and cool, ideal for 
service staff and as corporate clothing. 

PS03 Men  |  PSW3 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 223 
Material: 50% polyester, 50% cotton, approx. 
230 GSM.
Suitable for: Tough jobs in dirty environments. 
Ideal as corporate clothing, high colour resistance. 
Washable at 60 °C.

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

PS04 
S–XXXXL

PSW4 
XS–XXL

Navy 
8800

Pique Shirt Pique Shirt
Very similar to PS03/PSW3, but tougher and more 
hard-wearing. With a mix of 50% cotton and 50% 
polyester, this garment is hard-wearing, washable at 
60 °C and has exceptional colour resistance. It has 
the same elegant details as PS03/PSW3. Women’s 
version has five buttons. Men’s version has pocket 
on one sleeve. Same comfortable fit for women and 
men. 

PS04 Men  |  PSW4 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 235 
Material: 100% cotton, approx. 280 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal as all-round work clothing and 
corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Navy 
8800

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

PS05
S–XXXL

PSW5 
XS–XXL

Pique Shirt
You’ll feel the difference as soon as you put it on. PS05/
PSW5 is made of exclusive, thick cotton and exudes 
quality. Cool and comfortable with many attractive 
details. Women’s version has five buttons, elongated 
back and white detailing on sleeves and inside and 
outside of collar.  

PS05 Men  |  PSW5 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 269 
Material: 100% polyester, 
SH COOL, approx. 195 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal for tough jobs, and 
as corporate clothing.

PS06
S–XXXXL

PSW6 
XS–XXL

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

Pique Shirt SH COOL Pique Shirt
Our new SH COOL Pique is made of cool, soft, high-
performance fabric that keeps you dry and is ideal for 
most types of work. Our SH COOL is washable 40 °C and 
has high colour resistance. It still has the same attractive 
details. The women’s shirt has five buttons and the men’s 
shirt has three buttons. Matching colour detail inside collar 
and ends of sleeves.

PS06 Men  |  PSW6 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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PS07
S–XXXXL

PSW7
XS–XXL

Q number: 150 
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of work, ideal as work-
wear and corporate clothing.

White/Black 
0199

Navy 
8899

Red 
5699

Black 
9996

Stretch Pique Shirt
Pique shirt with three buttons and contrasting colour 
side panels, shoulders and sleeve ends. With 5% stretch, 
it fits the body perfectly and offers greater freedom of 
movement (maintains an attractive fit even if you move a 
lot). Unique cut on back. Attractive white buttons, special 
elastic tape at neck helps the garment hold its shape. 
Women’s style has 5 buttons.

PS07 Men  |  PSW7 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Stretch Pique
PS11 Men  |  PSW11 Women

PS07
S–XXXXL

PSW7
XS–XXL

Q number: 150 
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of work, ideal as 
workwear and corporate clothing.

White/Black
0199

Navy 
8899

Red 
5699

Black 
9996

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

Solid-coloured pique shirt in stretch material for exceptional 
comfort. Three-button opening at neck. Modern elastic tape at 
neck helps the garment hold its shape. Women’s version has a 
longer opening with five buttons. Taped side vents, 2 cm longer 
at back than at front.

Available from March.

NEW
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Q number: 150 
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex, 250 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of work, ideal as workwear 
and corporate clothing if you need to be well-
dressed.

Navy 
8800

Black 
9900

PS08
XXS–XXXXL

Unisex

Stretch Pique Shirt Long Sleeve
Unisex pique shirt with four buttons and contrasting material on 
inside of neck opening, button placket and ends of sleeves. With 
5% stretch, it fits the body perfectly and offers greater freedom 
of movement. (maintains an attractive fit even if you move a lot). 
Ideal for working in cool conditions, or as an extra layer when 
you feel cold but still want to be well-dressed. Tone-on-tone 
buttons.  

PS08 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

NEW
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Shirts
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Shirts

Dress Shirt  |  SH19  | see page 58

Chest pocket

Attractive fitted style
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Q number: 218 
Material: 100% brushed Oxford cotton, ap-
prox. 165 GSM, Oeko-Tex certified.
Suitable for: For an elegant look. Suitable for 
managers. Ideal as corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Light blue 
8300

SH12 
S–XXXL

WS12 
XS–XXL

Oxford Shirt
Very elegant fitted shirt in fine Oxford cotton. A classic 
business shirt. The men’s version has a button-down 
collar and a chest pocket. Our own design, produced by 
one of the world’s most respected shirt manufacturers. 
A favourite that stands up to frequent wear and can be 
washed at 60 °C.

SH12 Men  |  WS12 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Oxford Shirt

SH21
XS–XXXXL

WS21
XS–XXL

Q number: 261 
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 
110 GSM.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as 
corporate clothing.

Navy/White (striped) 
8901

Black/White (striped) 
9901

A stylish striped shirt with a classic button down collar. This 
shirt is perfect for all occasions. Depending on how you wear 
it, can be either elegant or more casual worn loose with rolled 
up sleeves. It has a fashionable fitted design. Men’s version 
has a chest pocket on the left side.

SH21 Men  |  WS21 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

Dress Shirt
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SH19
XS–XXXXL

WS19 
XS–XXL

Q number: 247 
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
145 GSM.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as 
corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Navy 
8900

Red 
5600

Grey 
9600

Light blue 
8400

Black 
9900

Dress Shirt
We are proud of our new fitted shirt with a modern business look. A mix 
of polyester and cotton makes it hard-wearing and very easy to care for. 
We love its clean design and classic collar. It is washable at 60 °C. 

SH19 Men  |  WS19 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 261 
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 110 GSM.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as corporate 
clothing.

Navy/White (checked) 
8401

Black/White (checked) 
9901

SH22
XS–XXXXL

Dress Shirt
Same elegant style as SH21, but with a check pattern. A classic, 
elegant, fitted shirt for all occasions. Fitted design, chest pocket 
on left side.

SH22 Men

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 173 
Material: 97% cotton, 3% spandex comfort 
stretch poplin.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. 
Perfect for events and as corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Black 
9900

Red 
5600

SH03 white, red S–XXXL
black XS–XXXL

SHW1 
XS–XXL

Crew Stretch Pocket Shirt
A comfortable shirt with excellent breathability, ideal for jobs 
that involve a lot of moving around. The cotton fabric is slightly 
stretchy, for a close but flexible fit. Double chest pockets, one with 
a pen compartment. This shirt is extra long, which makes it stay 
tucked in all day if that is how you wear it!

SH03 Men  |  SHW1 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 270 
Material: 100% brushed cotton, approx. 125 GSM.
Suitable for: For an elegant look, ideal as a com-
pany shirt.

White 
0100

Light blue 
8500

SH24
XS–XXXXL

Dress Shirt Slim
Our new slimfit shirt has an elegant, fashionable cut and 
is made of fine cotton.  A solid-coloured shirt with a clean, 
elegant design with contrasting colour inside collar, button 
placket and cuffs.

SH24 Men

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 247 
Material: 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
145 GSM.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as 
corporate clothing.

White 
0100

Black 
9900

Light blue 
8400

SH20
XS–XXXXL

WS20 (not avail. in blue)
XS–XXL

Dress Shirt Short Sleeves
A stylish short-sleeved shirt in a polyester and cotton mix, 
available for men and women. Comfortable, elegant fitted style. 
The women’s version has women’s buttoning. The men’s version 
has a chest pocket on the left side. Classic, simple collar.

SH20 Men  |  WS20 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 228 
Material: Poplin 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 160 GSM.
Suitable for: Service, industry, corporate clothing.

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Grey 
9600

SH16 
XS–XXXXL

Service Shirt
An ideal shirt for service staff. Made of thin, comfortable, 
high quality fabric. Concealed buttons for an elegant look. 
Two flapped chest pockets. One with a pen compartment and 
a vertical zipper opening to prevent things from falling out. 
A poplin shirt made of flexible polyester/cotton fabric. High 
colour resistance, washable at 85 °C. 

SH16 Men

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Knitwear
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V-neck Pullover  (50/50)  |  PL04/PW04  | see page 70

50% wool, 50% acrylic

Large cuffs
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Q number: 186
Material: 100% cotton.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as 
corporate clothing.

Red 
5600

Grey 
9600

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

PL01
S–XXXL

PW01
XS–XXL

Light grey
9200

V-neck Pullover
A very comfortable knitted pullover in 100% cotton. Available for 
men and women. Comfortable, fashionable fit, keeps its shape after 
washing. The pullover has a V-neck and long, practical cuffs.

PL01 Men  |  PW01 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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V-neck Pullover

Q number: 186
Material: 100% cotton.
Suitable for: Creates a smart look, 
perfect for sales representatives, store 
staff etc.

Red 
5600

Grey 
9600

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

PL05
S–XXXL

PW05
XS–XXL

Light grey
9200

Pullover
This round-necked pullover is a new addition to our popular 
knitwear range. It is available for both men and women. A 
comfortable 100% cotton knitted pullover with a trendy fit. 
Keeps its shape after washing.

PL05 Men  |  PW05 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Red 
5600

Grey 
9600

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Light grey
9200

Q number: 252 
Material: 50% wool, 50% acrylic.
Suitable for: An elegant look, ideal as 
corporate clothing.

PL04
S–XXXL

PW04 
XS–XXL

V-neck Pullover (50/50)
A thin, elegant pullover in a fashionable style. Made of 
50% wool and 50% acrylic. The pullover is thin but still 
holds its shape. The women’s version has a lower neckline 
and is fitted at the sides. Both the women’s and men’s 
versions have long cuffs.

PL04 Men  |  PW04 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Dark Navy 
9000

Q number: 255 
Material: 60% wool, 40% acrylic.
Suitable for: A classic garment for staff in 
transport, services, security, at sea etc.

CA07
XS–XXXXL

Nato Pullover
Cool round-neck Nato pullover, perfect for cold, raw weather. Popular with professionals including security guards, 
captains and policemen. Ideal for everyday use to create a uniform look. Many details including reinforced shoulders, 
shoulder tabs, pen pocket with three compartments and sleeve pocket. Attractive cut, long cuffs. A pullover that 
quickly becomes a favourite.

CA07 Men

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Sweatshirt
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Team Jacket  |  FJ68/WJ68  | see page 74

High collar

Comfortable brushed 
interior
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Q number: 243
Material: 100% polyester, 230 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of work, ideal jacket 
for teams and as corporate clothing.

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

FJ68
S–XXXXL

WJ68
XS–XXL

Team Jacket
With this jacket, your team will always look great. Solid-coloured with dark grey 
flatlock seams that create attractive contrast. Diagonal side seams accentuate 
the two side pockets. Raglan sleeves allow greater mobility for shoulders and 
arms. Sturdy zip and puller for a firm grip, drawstring at bottom. Brushed 
interior. 

FJ68 Men  |  WJ68 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

NEW
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Team Jacket

Q number: 149 
Material: 92% cotton, 8% spandex, 325 GSM.
Suitable for: Ideal for most types of work. Can 
be worn alone or under a shell jacket etc. Ideal as 
corporate clothing.

Grey/Black 
9299

HC11
S–XXXXL

WC11
XS–XXL

Crew Cardigan 
A lovely, comfortable cardigan in French terry. Sturdy zip and puller, wide 
ribbing at bottom. Women’s style has longer ribbing at cuffs for higher 
comfort. Stylish black ripstop reinforcement patches on sleeves. Taped 
chest and side pockets. Unique fitted cut over back and chest for a trendy 
streamlined shape. 

HC11 Men  |  WC11 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

NEW
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PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

Hooded Cardigan
A comfortable, luxurious hooded sweater with a high collar and wonderfully 
cosy feel. With plenty of details, this is a favourite you will love to wear. Large 
cuffs – extra large on the women’s version – and a stylish chest pocket with 
a chunky zip and stylish puller. The side pockets can be closed to hide the 
zip and accentuate the attractive cut.

HC09 Men  |  WC09 Women

Q number: 264
Material: 80% cotton, 20% polyester, 325 GSM.
Suitable for: Stylish workwear or corporate cloth-
ing. Can also be worn a a light jacket.

Navy 
8800

Black 
9900

Light grey 
9200

HC09
XS–XXXXL

WC09
XS–XXL

Available from November.

NEW
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Q number: 234
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, 
320 GSM, fleece interior.
Suitable for: Ideal as corporate clothing.

Light grey 
0120

Navy 
8800

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

HC06
XS–XXXL

WC06 
XS–XXL

Hooded Cardigan
With its comfortable fleece interior, this cardigan will quickly 
become a favourite. It has many great features such as an 
adjustable hood with a contrasting colour inside, distinctive 
seams, a trendy fit and concealed zipped pockets. Perfect 
for building your company’s image.

HC06 Men  |  WC06 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 130
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 300 GSM.
Suitable for: A favourite with people working in services, 
property and trade. Ideal as corporate clothing.

HC03
XS–XXXXL

WC03 
XS–XXL

PRODUCT FACTS

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

COLOURS

SIZE

Hooded Cardigan
One of our big sellers, a popular favourite. A hood and a high collar give this 
cardigan attitude. Concealed side pockets accentuate its clean design. Extra long 
cuffs ensure a secure fit even if you move around a lot. This garment has excellent 
quality and colour resistance and maintains its shape very well. Close your eyes and 
imagine it embellished with your company logo or print. A stylish garment that you 
will enjoy for a long time.

HC03 Men  |  WC03 Women
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Q number: 130 
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 300 GSM.
Suitable for: Work clothing, corporate clothing. A favourite 
with people working in services, property and trade.

HC04
XS–XXXXL

WC04 
XS–XXL

City Cardigan
A variation on our hooded cardigan. Without the hood but with the 
same high collar. It has the same concealed pockets on the side, but 
has more of a city look. Once you’ve tried it on, you won’t want to take 
it off. Many choose it as corporate clothing. A highly recommended 
choice.

HC04 Men  |  WC04 Women

PRODUCT FACTS

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

COLOURS

SIZE
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Q number: 112 
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, approx. 350 GSM.
Suitable for: Service staff, customer service representa-
tives, sales, offices and warehouses. Ideal for events.

SW02
XS–XXXL

SWW2 
XS–XXXL

Crew Cardigan
A slightly more elegant cardigan with attractive contrasting 
details. A slightly longer style with a chest pocket and zip. 
Men’s version also has pocket on sleeve. A comfortable 
fitted style that suits everyone in the team.

SW02 Men  |  SWW2 Women

PRODUCT FACTS

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

COLOURS

SIZE
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Unisex

White 
0100

Anthracite 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

Q number: 181 
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ap-
prox. 260 GSM. High colour resistance.
Suitable for: Virtually all work situations. 
Ideal as corporate clothing.

SW13
XS–XXXXL

Crew Sweatshirt
The Crew Sweatshirt is a classic sweatshirt with 
characteristic Texstar features such as knitted detailing 
at the neck, a fitted design and extra long cuffs. A looped 
interior improves ventilation, keeping you cool and 
comfortable during physical activity.

SW13 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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White 
0195

Anthracite 
9599

Red 
5695

Black 
9995

Navy 
8895

Q number: 181
Material: 60% cotton, 40% polyester, ap-
prox. 260 GSM. High colour resistance.
Suitable for: Service staff, tradesmen, of-
fice workers, shop staff. Ideal for events.

SW14
XS–XXXXL

Unisex

Crew T-neck
Our Crew T-neck has a looped interior. This improves air 
circulation and ventilation, keeping you cool during physical 
activity. Keeps your body at a comfortable temperature all 
through the day. There is a contrasting colour inside the collar. 
The zip at the neck fastens all the way up. 

SW14 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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White 
0100

Navy 
8800

Red 
5600

Black
9900

Q number: 205
Material: 100% polyester, 
brushed interior, 300 GSM. 
Suitable for: Ideal for teams. 
Ideal as corporate clothing.

FJ34
S–XXXL

WJ34
XS–XXL

Team Jacket
A trendy jacket with a shiny WCT look. It has a comfortable 
brushed interior and the characteristic Texstar look with 
a high collar and fitted design. It has excellent colour-
resistance and looks great in all situations.

FJ34 Men  |  WJ34 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

Discontinued product. Available while stocks last.
Replaced by FJ68/WJ68.

Only women’s ver-
sion available.
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Unisex

Q number: 148
Material: 100% polyester, 450 GSM.
Suitable for: For most types of work. Can be worn as it is or 
under a shell jacket. Ideal as corporate clothing or workwear.

Grey/Black
9299

Black 
9900

FJ66
XXS–XXXXL

Unisex

Pile Jacket
A long-awaited new jacket with a supersoft pile interior that feels 
wonderfully cosy on cold mornings.  It has an elegant knitted exterior and 
stretch panels on upper arms and over shoulders – perfect for adding print 
or embroidery. Raglan sleeves allow greater mobility for shoulders and 
arms. Two side pockets with brushed interior to keep your hands warm. 
Drawstring at bottom. Sturdy zip and puller for a firm grip.

FJ66 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

NEW
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Softshell
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Softshell Vest  |  FV29/WV29  | see page 90

Three-layer 
softshell

Comfortable 
as a vest or 
extra layer
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Q number: 200
Material: Two layers – 94% polyester, 6% spandex 
with teflon finish.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Ideal for people 
who alternate between working indoors and outdoors.

FJ29
S–XXXL

WJ29 
XS–XXL

White 
0100

Grey 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

Hooded Softshell
A jacket you can use all year round. It is ideal as part of a 
multi-layer system in winter, and as a light, comfortable 
jacket.during the rest of the year. A two-layer softshell 
jacket that is wind-proof and water-resistant with excellent 
breathability. It has an adjustable hood and a sturdy metal 
zip that fastens all the way up the collar. The cuffs are extra 
long and can be tightened. The jacket has a fitted design 
and high colour-resistance. 

FJ29 Men  |  WJ29 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 200 
Material: Two layers – 94% polyester, 6% spandex 
with teflon finish.
Suitable for:  All types of service staff. Ideal for people 
who alternate between working indoors and outdoors.

FJ39
S–XXXL

WJ39
XS–XXL

White 
0100

Grey 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

Hooded Softshell Softshell Jacket
This jacket is basically the same as our 2-layer Hooded Softshell 
jacket, except it doesn’t have a hood. Stylish design, windproof and 
water-resistant. It has the same adjustable cuffs and sturdy metal 
zip as the 2-layer Hooded Softshell, but the side pockets are slightly 
further forward and the men’s jacket has a chest pocket. 

FJ39 Men  |  WJ39 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Q number: 200
Material: Two layers – 94% polyester, 6% 
spandex with teflon finish and mesh lining.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Ideal if 
you need extra freedom of movement.

FV29
XS–XXXL

WV29 
XS–XXL

White 
0100

Grey 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8800

Softshell Vest
Sometimes nothing feels better than putting on a warm 
vest. Our softshell vest has an attractive fit, keeps you warm 
and allows extra freedom of movement. It is extra long 
to prevent it riding up when you bend over. It has several 
practical pockets, and there is a concealed ring inside the 
side pocket that is perfect for keys and keycards.

FV29 Men  |  WV29 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 201 
Material: Three layers – 94% polyester, 6% spandex, PTU film with 
mesh lining. Water column (W.P.): 6,000 mm. 
Breathability (M.V.P): 10,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Withstands tough conditions.

FJ30
S–XXXL

WJ30
XS–XXL

6
,0

0
0

 m
m

10,000 GSM/24 h

Softshell Vest City Softshell
Despite its name, our City Softshell jacket has actually been 
up Mount Everest and is a favourite of sherpas. Attractive 
fitted design, windproof and water-resistant three-layer 
softshell. Taped seams on pockets protect contents from 
moisture. Perfect as an outer layer. Light and flexible, 
attractive fit and slight stretch.

FJ30 Men  |  WJ30 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZE

White 
0100

Grey 
9500

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8900

COLOURS
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Q number: 246
Material: Three layers – stretch in 100% polyester PTFE membrane, 
water column (W.P): 8,000 mm. Breathability 6,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: All types of service staff and people who require extra 
freedom of movement.

FJ58
S–XXXL

WJ58 
XS–XXL

8
,0

0
0

 m
m

6,000 GSM/24 h

Softshell Jacket Flexible
A three-layer softshell jacket suitable for most conditions and 
uses. Our new flagship jacket. Thin, flexible and designed for 
people who move around a lot. Reinforced with a windproof 
and water-resistant membrane. Our Softshell Jacket Flexible 
is designed to withstand most conditions and situations – 
even the most unexpected ones. It has a one-way zip, a chest 
pocket and two side pockets.

FJ58 Men  |  WJ58 Women

PRODUCT FACTS

White 
0100

Grey 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8900

COLOURS

SIZE
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Softshell Jacket Flexible
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Fleece
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Light Fleece  |  FJ36/WJ36  | see page 97
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8
,0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Q number: 191
Material: 100% polyester, three layers, 280 GSM. Water column (W.P): 
8,000 mm. Breathability (M.V.P): 3,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: Can be worn as it is or under a shell jacket for all types of work. 
Perfect as a second layer. Ideal as corporate clothing.

FJ46
S–XXXL

WJ46 
XS–XXL

Fleece Jacket Stretch
The perfect technical jacket. Ideal as a second layer. 
A special fleece membrane makes this jacket flexible 
and comfortable with unique stretch Distinctive details 
really make this jacket stand out. Comfortable and 
easy to care for – a great favourite with our customers. 

FJ46 Men  |  WJ46 Women

PRODUCT FACTS

White/Black 
0199

Grey/Black 
9699

Navy/Black 
8999

Red/Black 
5699

Black 
9900

COLOURS

SIZE
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Q number: 206 
Material: 100% polyester microfleece, 
180 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of work. Ideal as 
corporate clothing.

FJ36
S–XXXL

WJ36
XS–XXL

White 
0100

Grey 
9600

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8900

Light Fleece
Very comfortable microfleece jacket. Ideal as a second layer. The Light Fleece 
has a fitted design and a zip that fastens all the way up the collar. A versatile 
style suitable for most situations. 

FJ36 Men  |  WJ36 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

Fleece Jacket Stretch
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Unlined jackets
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Light Shell Jacket  |  FJ70  | see page 100

Protective yokes

Chunky zip
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Black 
9900

Q number: 274 
Material: 100% polyester, 75 GSM. Inner lining: mesh. 
Suitable for: A comfortable jacket ideal for corporate 
clothing, events and private use.

FJ70 
XS–XXXXL

Light Shell Jacket
Thin, flexible shell jacket with stylish, protective yokes over shoulders and chest. 
Carefully designed interior with soft poly fleece along neckband and where collar 
meets zip. Elegant blue/dark grey mesh interior with hanger, inner pocket and 
opening for embroidery.

FJ70 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

Unisex
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Light Shell Jacket

Q number: 251
Material: 100% polyester exterior, 100% polyester 
interior, water column (W.C.); 5,000 mm. 
Breathability 3,000 GSM/24 h. Weight 240 GSM.  
Suitable for: A comfortable jacket ideal for 
corporate clothing, events and private use.

FJ60
XXS–XXXXL

White/Black 
0199

Grey/Black
9699

Red/Black 
5699

Black/Grey
9996 Unisex

5,
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Mid Season Jacket
One of our most popular jackets. A two-layer softshell jacket that suits 
almost everyone. Our Mid Season Jacket is made of windproof and 
water-resistant material and is perfect for wearing in spring, summer and 
autumn. With attractive details and a trendy fitted design, it is definitely 
something to look forward to. 

FJ60 Men

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

Navy/Black 
8999
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Q number: 266
Material: 60% cotton, 40% nylon, leather puller 
Suitable for: Attractive jacket suitable for cor-
porate clothing, events and leisure use.

Black 
9900

FJ63
S–XXXXL

WJ63
XS–XXL

Bomber Jacket
Trendy bomber jacket in matte cotton and nylon fabric with 
lightweight lining. Black zip with attractive leather puller as an extra 
detail. Two side pockets, one zipped interior pocket. Ribbed cuffs 
and lower edge.

FJ63 Men  |  WJ63 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Red 
5600

Navy/Orange 
8953

Navy 
8900

Black/Orange 
9953

Q number: 260 
Material:  100% polyester, taped seams, 
waterproof zips. Water column (W.P.): 8,000 
breathability 6,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: Most situations where you need 
a light, practical jacket for foul weather.

FJ62
S–XXXXL

WJ62 
XS–XXXL

Black 
9900

8
,0

0
0

 m
m

6,000 GSM/24 h

(Unisex)(Unisex)

Shell Jacket
Shell jacket with adjustable hood. Water-repellent zips, lining and 
cuffs in attractive contrasting colours. A lightweight, waterproof 
jacket with taped seams. Ideal for carrying around in case of 
sudden foul weather. Interior pocket with zip and opening for 
embroidery inside jacket.

FJ62 Men  |  WJ62 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE

XXS–XXXXL



105Utgående produkt. Säljs så långt lagret räcker.

Shell Jacket
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Red 
5600

Dark Grey
9600

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 259 
Material: 100% nylon ripstop. 
Suitable for: All types of service staff. 
Ideal as corporate clothing. A perfect jacket for 
leisure wear.

FJ59
S–XXXXL

WJ59 
XS–XXL

Light Jacket
This fashionable, sporty jacket is extremely light and designed for all 
seasons. It is windproof and water-resistant. Ideal for both work and 
leisure wear, with a trendy design and technical functions such as zips 
in two colours. It has two practical side pockets and two large inner 
pockets. It has a comfortable, fitted design and is available in women’s 
and men’s versions.

FJ59 Men  |  WJ59 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Light Jacket

Unisex

Black 
9900

Q number: 225
Material: 100% nylon.
Suitable for: All types of services, sales, office 
staff and other jobs where jackets are worn.  
Ideal for foremen and as corporate clothing.

FJ45
XS–XXXL

5
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Long Shell Jacket
An extra long shell jacket with many smart details. It has 
reinforcing panels on the sleeves and a removable hood 
with concealed fastening. A distinctive jacket that is 
functional and also looks great. It has the characteristic 
Texstar high collar.

FJ45 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Lined collar
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Lined jackets

Winter Down Vest  |  FV61/WV61  | see page 111
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Q number: 267
Material: Main fabric: 100% polyester. Yoke: 100% nylon. Filling: 90% down, 
10% feathers. Water column (W.P.): 3,000, breathability 3,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Ideal as corporate clothing.  
A perfect jacket for leisure wear.

Black 
9900

FJ61
S–XXXXL

WJ61
XS-XXL

3,
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Winter Down Jacket
Lined down jacket with attractive contrasting yoke over chest, shoulders and 
upper back – well-cut to suit both men and women. The men’s jacket has double 
chest pockets for a stylish look. The women’s jacket has a fitted cut with one chest 
pocket and darts at the back. Double side pockets, zipped interior pocket. 
Elasticated cuffs for a trendy look. Drawstring at bottom edge which 
can be tightened for added protection. With its soft lining and light 
weight, this jacket is extra comfortable. A garment you’ll love to 
wear!

FJ61 Men  |  WJ61 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 267
Material: Main fabric: 100% polyester. Yoke: 100% nylon. Filling: 90% down, 
10% feathers. Water column (W.P.): 3,000, breathability 3,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Ideal as corporate clothing.  
A perfect vest for leisure wear.

FV61
S–XXXXL

WV61
XS–XXL

Black 
9900

3,
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Winter Down Jacket Winter Down Vest
Lined down vest with attractive contrasting yoke over chest, shoulders 
and upper back – well-cut to suit both men and women. The men’s 
jacket has double chest pockets for a stylish look. The women’s jacket 
has a fitted cut with one chest pocket. Double side pockets, one interior 
pocket. Elasticated cuffs for a trendy look. Drawstring at bottom edge 
which can be tightened for added protection. With its soft lining and light 
weight, this vest is extra comfortable. A garment you’ll love to wear!

FV61 Men  |  WV61 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Unisex

Q number: 265
Material:  100% polyester, 400 GSM. Waterproof zips. Storm cuffs at end 
of sleeves. Water column (W.P.): 3,000, breathability 3,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: People working in construction, services, transport, pre-
schools etc.

FJ64
S–XXXXL

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

3,
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Winter Jacket
A new robust, hardwearing winter jacket that keeps you warm on cold and 
windy days. Our new winter jacket is made of a new lightweight, insulating, 
technical material that will make your winter more comfortable. The jacket 
has two chest pockets, inside pockets and an elongated back. This jacket 
suits most people and can be customised with an embroidered design to 
promote your image.

FJ64 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 265
Material: 100% polyester, 400 GSM. Waterproof zips. Front 
2-way zip, storm cuffs at end of sleeves. Water column 
(W.P.): 3,000, breathability 3,000 GSM/24 h.
Suitable for: People working in construction, services, 
transport, preschools etc.

FJ65
S–XXXXL

WJ65
XS–XXL

Red 
5600

Black 
9900

Navy 
8900

5,
0

0
0

 m
m

3,000 GSM/24 h

Winter Jacket Winter Jacket Long
A new robust parka made of great new material that keeps you warm 
on cold, windy days. It is comfortable to wear, and the women’s 
version has an attractive fitted shape. A parka is very versatile and 
practical, and is long enough to cover a suit jacket.

FJ65 Men  |  WJ65 Women

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Unisex

Navy 
8900

Black 
9900

Q number: 238
Material: 100% nylon, 100% polyester lining, 200 GSM.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Ideal for work or 
leisure wear or as corporate clothing.

FJ53
XXS–XXXXL

Grey 
9600

North Jacket
An attractive, trendy, lightweight jacket that stretches at the sides for extra freedom of movement. 
Comfortable fitted style, several zipped pockets, elongated back. Hood inside collar, drawstring at 
bottom. Attractive contrast between outer and inner materials. If you’re looking for a trendy jacket, 
check out our North Jacket.

FJ53 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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North Jacket

Q number: 220
Material: WX2 wax finish fabric 65% polyester, 35% cotton, 
215 GSM. Interior lining 100% polyester.
Suitable for: All types of service staff. Protects against tough 
weather conditions. Ideal as corporate clothing.

FJ50
S–XXXL

WJ50
XS–XXL

Black 
9900

WX2 Winter Jacket
A warm, hardwearing, lined winter jacket in our WX2 material. The fabric is woven from 
waxed threads, which makes it tougher and gives the surface an attractive patina effect. A 
hardwearing jacket for long-term use. Available for women and men. Women’s version is 
fitted at waist. A slightly longer style that keeps you warm in cold weather.

FJ50 Men  |  WJ50 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Black 
9900

Q number: 178
Material: Canvas, 65% cotton, 35% polyester with teflon finish. Filling: 120 
GSM, sleeves 80 GSM. Lining: Light quilt lining 100% polyester.
Suitable for: Sales teams, service staff and other people who meet custom-
ers. Ideal as corporate clothing.

FJ37
S–XXXL

WJ37
XS–XXL

City Jacket
An ideal winter jacket for people who meet a lot of customers, 
such as sales or service staff. This longer style is perfect for 
wearing over a suit jacket and has comfortable quilted lining. 
The women’s version has an attractive fitted design.

FJ37 Men  |  WJ37 Women

PRODUCT FACTS COLOURS SIZE
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Accessories

Metal buckle

Reversible, with 
or without logo
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Accessories

Waist Belt Army  |  AB02  | see page 120
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Q number: 210
Material: 70% polyester, 30% 
cotton.
Suitable for: Service, transport, 
retail, assembly staff, etc. Ideal for 
customising with a logo or design.

AB02, One size
Can be shortened. 
Width 40 mm.

Army Waist Belt
Traditional army belt with real metal buckle. Classic and stylish. Reversible, with or without logo.

AB02 Unisex

PRODUCT FACTS

White 
0100

Orange
5300

Light grey
9200

Yellow 
2100

Red
5600

Grey
9600

Neon 
4000

Light blue
8400

Black
9900

Green 
4400

Navy
8900

COLOURS SIZE
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Army Waist Belt

Q number: 257
Material: 95% cotton, 5% spandex.
Suitable for: Everyone who needs 
a warm, attractive hat in a solid 
colour. A versatile hat that can be 
customised with a logo or design.

AC12
One size

Q number: 208
Suitable for: Ideal for 
adding a customised look 
to selected garments.

One size
(4 in same 
colour/pack)

Beanie Hat
AC12 Unisex

Trendy hat in thin material with a slight stretch. Perfect for people who alternate between working indoors and outdoors. 
Ideal for customising with a logo or design and combining with belts and pullers to create a uniform look.

AP05 Unisex

Small details can make a big difference. Personalise your garments by adding decorative pullers. A simple way to 
create your own distinctive look.

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

White 
0100

Orange
5300

Light grey
9200

Yellow 
2100

Red
5600

Grey
9600

Neon 
4000

Light blue
8400

Black
9900

Green 
4400

Navy
8900

White 
0100

Orange
5300

Light grey
9200

Yellow 
2100

Red
5600

Grey
9600

Neon 
4000

Light blue
8400

Black
9900

Green 
4400

Navy
8900
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Q number: 209
Material: 85% polypropylene, 15% elastic.
Suitable for: Service, transport, retail, as-
sembly, cleaning and other jobs that involve a 
lot of movement.

Black 
9900

AB01, One size
Can be shortened to required size. Width 40 mm.

Q number: 211
Material: Leather.
Suitable for: Management, sales, service, 
retail, customer service representatives etc. 
Can be customised with a logo or design.

Black 
9900

AB03, One size
Can be shortened to required size. Width 40 mm.

Q number: 219
Material: 85% polypropylene, 15% elastic.
Suitable for: Cleaning staff, assembly staff, 
car industry, reconditioning etc.

Black 
9900

AB04, One size
Width 40 mm.

Black/Silver 
9992
Metal buckle with 
rubber

Buckle 
with rubber

100 cm fits size C44–C52. C146–152. D96 (28–34 inches)
120 cm fits size C54–C62. C154–156. D100–120 (32–44 inches)

Q number: 214
Material: 100% acrylic.
Suitable for: Everyone who needs a warm, 
attractive hat in a solid colour. Ideal for 
customising with a logo or design.

White
0100

Black 
9900

AC01
One size

Grey 
9400

Hat
AC01 Unisex

A thin thermal hat with a trendy look.

Stretch Waist Belt
AB01 Unisex

A comfortable, classic army-style belt, elasticated with 
stepless length adjustment. Metal buckle.

PRODUCT FACTS PRODUCT FACTS

COLOURS SIZE COLOURS SIZE

Leather Belt
AB03 Unisex

An exclusive, top quality belt. Looks good with chinos and 
elegant outfits. You decide the length.

Stretch Waist Belt
AB04 Unisex

Stretchy belt with velcro adjustment. The buckle and other 
details are made of rubber to minimise risk of scratching. 
Ideal for delicate jobs, e.g. car manufacturing and 
reconditioning.

PRODUCT FACTS PRODUCT FACTS

COLOURS SIZE COLOURS SIZE
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Q number: 213
Suitable for: All our garments. Ideal for staff 
in service, assembly, reconditioning, cleaning, 
property maintenance, car industry and trade.

AP03
One size

Black
9900

Q number: 212
Material: 100% foam rubber.
Suitable for: Knee pads for occasional use.

AK01
One size

Black
9900

Knee Pads
AK01 Unisex

Practical knee pads that allow full freedom of movement and fit the internal knee pockets on our FP20, FP24, FP27, FP35, 
WP20, WP27 and WP35 trousers.

Pouch
AP03 Unisex

Pouches are idea for storing nails, screws, plugs, clips, tape, tools and coins and other small objects. Our practical 
detachable pouches are reinforced on the inside. They have a compartment for nails and six extra pockets.

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS

PRODUCT FACTS SIZECOLOURS
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Attractive 
clothing 
for chains

Stores, exhibitions, restaurants, hotels. There are 
many situations that require that little extra, where 
fashionable, quality clothing makes all the difference. 
Our designers draw inspiration from leading brands, 
and we want all women and men who use our 
clothing to look great at work.
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Warehouse
Logistics, cold and warm storage warehouses, distribution. 
We have the ideal clothing for all the jobs performed at your 
company. Whether your job is in customer sales or logistics, 
we ensure that everyone presents a consistent image.
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A focus 
on 
service

Designed for sales and service. We have helped 
countless companies in the service and sales 
sectors to put together well-cut, functional clothing 
collections that provide long-term comfort and 
satisfaction. Everybody does a better job in well-
fitting clothing. That’s why our clothing is available 
in men’s and women’s cuts.
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Office
Office, sales, back office. Administration, IT, 
finance, HR, sales, purchasing, reception... The 
list can go on and on. Texstar provides a coherent 
clothing system for all your staff, whether they work 
in production, administration or customer sales.
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Size Women Men Shirts Sweaters Hats Gloves

XXS

XS 32 44 35–36 3 53–54 6

S 34–36 46–48 37–38 4 55–56 7

M 38 48–50 39–40 5 57–58 8

L 40 52–54 41–42 6 59–60 9

XL 42 56–58 43–44 7 61–62 10

XXL 44 60–62 45–46 8 63–64 11

Measurement table – garments

Size guide – find your size
We have many sizes to choose from. Our trousers are sized in inches, not centilong. This is because we offer 
several fits for each size, to help you find the perfect fit. Check your measurements to ensure you get the 
maximum satisfaction from your garments. It’s simple. When choosing sweaters and jackets, check the size 
of garments you already have that fit you well. Then compare them to our tables to find your size.

All Texstar clothes are carefully tested and easy 
to care for. Follow the washing instructions to 
maximise the garment’s lifespan while caring for the 
environment: 

 Always sort clothing according to temperature and 
 colour. Garments marked “Wash with similar 
 colours” may run during washing and stain other 
 clothing. This problem usually disappears after a 
 few washes.

 Coloured garments should always be washed at the 
 highest recommended temperature for each 
 garment.

 To protect zips, close them before washing.

 It is usually unnecessary to include a pre-wash in 
 the washing cycle. Treat stubborn stains with stain 
 remover before washing.

Care instructions

1

2

1

2

How to measure your trouser size.

        Waist measurement
Using a tape measure, take your waist measurement at the height where you usually wear your jeans. Before 
taking the measurement, think about the type of jeans you typically wear. If they are low-waisted, measure 
lower down. If they are high-waisted, measure higher up. If you tend to wear your jeans at hip height, 
measure there. This gives you your torso measurement.

        Length measurement
Always take the measurement on the inside part of the leg. The easiest way is to 
measure a pair of trousers that you know fit well. Measure from the crotch down to 
the bottom of the leg. 

Alternatively, if you already have jeans that fit you well, you can check what size 
they are. The jeans size is made up of two different measurements in inches. For 
example, the size might be 30/32. The first number is the waist measurement and 
the second number is the length measurement.

 Coloured clothing should be washed with special 
 detergent for coloured fabrics to prevent fading. 

 Dose the detergent according to the package i
 instructions and your water hardness. Your local 
 council can usually provide information on the water 
 hardness in your area.

 Avoid detergents containing the bleaching agents 
 sodium hypochlorite, sodium perborate or sodium 
 percarbonate.

 Also check that your detergent is appropriate for the 
 temperature you are washing at.

 Do not use fabric conditions.

 Most clothes benefit from being hung up to dry. 
 Always shake and stretch them out before hanging. 
 This is particularly important for knitted materials.
 If you choose to tumble dry clothing, stop before it 
 is completely dry to prevent unnecessary 
 shrinkage and wear.
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Size guide – find your size

Care instructions

Normal C C44 C46 C48 C50 C52 C54 C56 C58/60 C62

    Waist 59–66 cm 63–71 cm 68–78 cm 76–86 cm 84–94 cm 92–100 cm 98–114 cm 104–119 cm 119–130 cm

    Crotch length 78 cm 78 cm 83 cm 83 cm 83 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments S M L XL XXL XXXL

High-waisted trousers Inches 
/ W

25/30 26/30 27/30 28/30 29/32 30/32 31/32 32/32 33/32 34/32 36/34 38/34 40/34 42/34 42/34 44/34 46/34

Men’s sizes – trousers
NORMAL LENGTH

1

2

Long C C146 C148 C150 C152 C154 C156

    Waist 63–71 cm 68–78 cm 76–86 cm 84–94 cm 92–100 cm 98–144 cm

    Crotch length 83 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm 93 cm 93 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments S M L XL

High-waisted trousers Inches 
/ W

27/32 28/32 29/34 30/34 31/34 32/34 33/34 34/34 36/36 38/36 40/36 42/36

LONG

1

2

Short D D88 D92 D96 D100 D104 D108 D112 D116 D120

    Waist 76–84 cm 82–86 cm 88–94 cm 92–97 cm 95–100 cm 98–106 cm 104–112 cm 110–118 cm 114–120 cm

    Crotch length 73 cm 78 cm 78 cm 78 cm 78 cm 78 cm 78 cm 83 cm 83 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments S M L XL XXL

High-waisted trousers Inches / W 32/28 32/30 34/30 36/30 38/30 40/30 42/30 44/32 46/32

SHORT

1

2

Normal C C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46

    Waist 68–76 cm 73–81 cm 78–86 cm 83-92 cm 88–99 cm 93–99 cm

    Crotch length 78 cm 83 cm 83 cm 83 cm 83 cm 83 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments S M L XL XXL XXXL

High-waisted trousers Inches 
/ W

26/30 27/30 28/32 29/32 30/32 31/32 32/32 33/32 34/32 36/32

Women’s sizes – trousers/skirts
NORMAL LENGTH

1

2

Long C C136 C138 C140 C142 C144 C146

    Waist 68–76 cm 73–81 cm 78–86 cm 83–92 cm 88–99 cm 93–99 cm

    Crotch length 83 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm 88 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments S M L XL XXL XXXL

High-waisted trousers Inches/ 
W

26/32 27/32 28/34 29/34 30/34 31/34 32/34 33/34 34/34 36/34

LONG

1

2

Long C C34 C36 C38 C40 C42 C44 C46

    Waist 64–70 cm 68–76 cm 73–81 cm 78–86 cm 83–92 cm 88–99 cm 93–99 cm

Jackets, parkas and other garments XS S M L XL XL XXL

High-waisted trousers Inches / W 25–26/31 26–27/31 28–29/31 30–31/32 32–33/32 34/32 36/32

SHORT

1
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Item Colours Men/Women Page

Trousers FP33 Stretch Pants               17

FP37/WP37 Functional Stretch Pants               18

FP38/WP38 Duty Stretch Pants               19

FP25/WP25 Service Stretch Pants               20

FP35/WP35 Service Stretch Pocket Pants               21

FP36/WP36 Chinos Pants               22

FP21/WP21 Functional Duty Chinos               23

FP17/FPW1 Functional Duty Pants               24

FP20/WP20 Duty Pocket Pants               27

FP26/WP26 Service Pants               28

FP27/WP27 Pocket Service Pants               29

FP31/WP31 Light Service Pants               30

FP24 Winter Pants               31

FS12 Duty Stretch Shorts               32

FS09 Service Stretch Shorts               33

FS11 Functional Light Shorts               33

FS10 Functional Light 3/4 Pants               34

FS08 Functional Duty Shorts               35

FSW8 Woman’s Functional Duty Shorts               35

FS06 Functional Duty 3/4 Pants               36

WP17 Functional Duty Skirt               37

T-Shirts & Pique Shirts TS13/WT13 Crew T-Shirt             40

TS18/WT18 Basic T-shirt             42

TS17/WT17 Stretch T-shirt Long Sleeve             43

TS19/WT19 Stretch Crew T-shirt             43

PS03/PSW3 Pique Shirt             44

PS04/PSW4 Pique Shirt             45

PS05/PSW5 Pique Shirt             46

PS06/PSW6 SH COOL Pique Shirt             47

PS07/PSW7 Stretch Pique Shirt             49

PS11/PSW11 Stretch Pique Shirt             51

PS08 Stretch Pique Shirt Long Sleeve             52

Shirts SH12/WS12 Oxford Shirt         56

SH21/WS21 Dress shirt       57

SH19/WS19 Dress Shirt           58

SH22 Dress shirt       60

SH03/SHW1 Crew Stretch Pocket Shirt             61

SH24 Dress Shirt Slim     62

SH20/WS20 Dress Shirt Short Sleeve             64

SH16 Service Shirt             65

Knitwear PL01/PW01 V-neck Pullover             68

PL05/PW05 Pullover             69

PL04/PW04 V-neck Pullover (50/50)             70

CA07 Nato Pullover       71

List of products
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List of products
Item Colours Men/Women Page

Sweatshirt FJ68/WJ68 Team Jacket             74

HC11/WC11 Crew Cardigan             75

HC09/WC09 Hooded Cardigan             76

HC06/WC06 Hooded Cardigan             78

HC03/WC03 Hooded Cardigan             79

HC04/WC04 City Cardigan             80

SW02/SWW2 Crew Cardigan             81

SW13 Crew Sweatshirt             82

SW14 Crew T-neck             83

FJ34/WJ34 Team Jacket             84

FJ66 Pile Jacket             85

Softshell FJ29/WJ29 Hooded Softshell             88

FJ39/WJ39 Softshell Jacket             89

FV29/WV29 Softshell Vest             90

FJ30/WJ30 City Softshell             91

FJ58/WJ58 Softshell Jacket Flexible             92

Fleece FJ46/WJ46 Fleece Jacket Stretch               96

FJ36/WJ36 Light Fleece             97

Unlined jackets FJ70 Light Shell Jacket             100

FJ60 Mid Season Jacket             101

FJ63/WJ63 Bomber Jacket             103

FJ62/WJ62 Shell Jacket                 104

FJ59/WJ59 Light Jacket             106

FJ45 Long Shell Jacket               107

Lined jackets FJ61/WJ61 Winter Down Jacket               110

FV61/WV61 Winter Down Vest               111

FJ64 Winter Jacket               112

FJ65/WJ65 Winter Jacket Long               113

FJ53 North Jacket               114

FJ50/WJ50 WX2 Winter Jacket               115

FJ37/WJ37 City Jacket               117

Accessories AB02 Army Waist Belt                       120

AC12 Beanie Hat                       121

AP05 Pullers                       121

AC01 Hat                122

AB01 Stretch Waist Belt               122

AB03 Leather Belt               122

AB04 Stretch Waist Belt               122

AK01 Knee Pads               123

AP03 Pouch               123
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Retailers have a right to set their own prices. Texstar reserves the right to change the prices at any time. We make reservation for prior orders and 
selling out of goods. Because Texstar is continuously developing its products, slight variations may occur between depicted products and actual 
products. We accept no responsibility for printing errors and colour discrepancies between depicted and actual products.

Tel. orders +46 (0)176 29 65 66 

Tel. switchb. +46 (0)176 29 65 50

info@texstar.se

www.texstar.se


